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1. THE FORENSIC CRIHINOLOG!ST: THE PHOENIX OF THE CRI!1INAL JUSTICE SYf,TEN. 

Due to governnent fiscal crises and resulting cutbacJ:s in social service 

programs!, the private sector in corrections has been especially hard hit. 

Host threatened are half,.,ay house programs. 'l'he International Half,,,ay House 

Association had 30 agencies in 1964, mushroomed to 2,500 members in 1974, 

and has nm'1 d,.;indled to 1,500 members. (Taft, 1902: 29-30). Yet out of the 
" 

ashes of the private sector has emerged a new profession for the criminal 

justice system: the forensic criminologist. Their primary service is the 

preparation of private presentence reports. G. Thomas Gitchoff, a San Diego 

state University criminology professor, has observed, liThe number of people 

doing these private probation reports has just grm'ln by leaps and bounds. II 

(Granelli, 1983: 1). 

Sentencing is the critical area of the criminal court process most ignored 

by the legal profession. 'l\'iO ''iidely used legal texts, Criminal Law and l?rocedu.re 

(Rollin Perkins, 5th ed" 1977) and Basic Criminal Procedur~ (Yale Kamisar et a1., 

4th ed., 1974), devote no attention to it ,.,hatsoever. Even though defendants find 

the dispositional phase the most interesting and important part of the criminal 

proceeding, the art of sentencing advocacy has yet to be discovered or practiced 

by the major.ity of criminal c'tefense attorneys. (Craven: 1981: 12) .Given the ""e11-

c'tocurnented (Jorre1ation bet'veen probation officers' recommendations ftnd sentences 

imposed (08% agreement in non-prison recoMmendations and 9A~ agreement in prison 

reconunendations), it H'as inevitilhle that defense attol~lleys devote more interest 

to the presentence report. (Kingsnorth and Rizzo. 197D: 3-11:1). The interest of 

the defense bar and the entrepreneurship of former probation officers has spa\'med 

the private presentence report ilnd the profession of forensic criminologist. 

A c:D.se in point is Criminological Diagnc)stic ConGul tnnts, Inc., founded by 
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brothers William Bosic (a for 1er prison counselor and pro};ation officer) and 

Robert'Bosic Ca retired police officer). Their leve~ of aspiration is suggested 

by their description of their Riverside, California office as their "National 

Corporate Headquarters."Incorporated in February 1981, C.D.C.'s primary service 

is the preparation of privately 'commissioned presentence reports, usually through 

defense attor:~eys. HO,"Jever, the firn also prepares change of venue studies and 

conducts training seminars for criminal justice personnel. Three major reasons 

have been cited for the recent rise in private presentenc~ report services: 

1) budget cuts affecting probation departrnents' ability to formulate high quality 

reports; 2) overcro''I'c'ted' prisons Hhich are forcing the crir:tinal justice system to 

consider alternative sentencing for an ever increasing percentage of offenders~ 

and 3) an alleged institutional bias on the part of pw)lic probation officers who 

are susceptible to public pressure for more jail sentences. (Granelli) 1983: 8). 

The Dosie brothers have proposed that California license under its Penal Code 

the "forensic criminologist, "whose. primary qualifications , ... ould be a bachelor's 

c'tegree in criminolog~ or a related science, five years of responsible diagnostic 

investigative experience, kno, ... leclge relating to criminal sentencing/penology/ 

community services, and no felony record. Under their proposed change of 

section l203(b) of the California PenD.l Code, the court before imposing sentence 

in a felony case ,,;ould have to refer the defendant for a presentence report either 

to the probation officer or a state-licensed, forensic criminologist. Each of 

California's S8 counties would decide thro~gh its Board of supervisors whether to 

refer its presentence reports to forensic criMinologists or maintain presentence 

rcpor;t:s clone by the pr.obation department. Their scheme also envisions a new 

bureaucracy comprised of a state criminologist examiner and 58 county criminologist 

examiners to oversee licen~ing and regulation of forensic criminologists. 
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Nilliam Basic maintains: IIHe don't do anything different than the probation 

departmenti we just do it better." (Granelli,1983: 9}. In a letter to the California 

legislature in October 1982, he further claims that IIC.D.C. has not experienced 

a~y negative reaction to the introduction of privately commissioned P.S.I. reports 

by the courts. 1I Hr. Bosic's assurances to the contrary, there appear to be 

at least fou~major issues suggesting deep reservations about .the appropriateness 

of private presentence reports: 1) whether the pri.vate sector has a legitimate role 

in such a quasi-judicial function as sentencing recommendations; 2) whether a 

system of private presentence reports emphasi7.es "individualized justice ll \'lhi1e 

ignoring needed reforms of the probation function within the criminal justice system; 

3) \'lhether private reports are truly cost effective; and 4) \'Ihether the inevitable 

politicizilig of the presentence process involves ethical questions tending to 

compromise the integl.-ity of the forensic criminoligist. 

I. The Private Sector Should Have No Role In The Quasi-.rudicial Sentencing Process. 

The criminal justice system has as many objectives as constituencies it serves or 

affects: specific deterrence, incapacitation and rehabilitation for offenders; 

restitution for victims; and punishment ancl general deterrence for the public. Yet 

the government itself is affected by the criminal justice Rystem's performance, so 

that a seventh critical purpose of the c,r,iminnl justice systom might be called the 

symbolic or ritual function by \-Ihich the government protects its own integrity as 

the protoctor of society and enforcer of its criminal laws. This symbolic function 

assures hopefully both the appearance and fact of the CJovernment's credibility. 

'lthere is no question that IIprivate participation is prohably lowest: in the 

correctional system although correctional services (counneling, education, vocational 

trainin~l) are of the kind that can most readily be provic1ecl :f.rom other disciplines 
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and the private sector." (Skoler, 1976: 3). with some justification, Fmc has noted 

that private corrections has always filled the gaps in service delivery. (Fox, 1977: 

385). Yet there seems to be a fundamental difference between the private sector 

providing services such as shelter, counseling or education, versus the private 

sector actually assuming governmental, quasi judicial authority by having an intimate 

role in the presentence recommendation process. It is one thing for the private sector 
.. 

to maintain the fleet of police cars; it is another where private practitioners 

start making arrests. 

To maintain the credibility of the presentence function f.or defendants, the 

public, and la\" enforcement agencies, it trust clearly remain a governmental function. 

In response, the private practitioner might argue that "harn management II and the 

idea that "business !:lust come first II is not inconsistent \'li'l:h the task of preparing 

credible presentence reports. (~aft, 1983: 30). He/she might emphasize that impartial 

diagnostic services are provided, thereby making sentencing primarily a scientific 

enterprise. "Sentencing is basically a scientific prognosis, not a judicial decision, 

and the intervention of the social scientist in the sentencing process is a healthy 

change which should be encouraged and expanded. 1I (Imlay ann Reid, 1975: 10). 

If sentencing H~ref:lerely a scientific prognosis, clearly the private sector would 

be in a position to provide a valuable service; but repeated studies concerning " 

judicial and probation officer discretion reveal that sentencing involves much more 

a social value judgment based on perceived public policy considerations and personal 

biases. Even whel. e the offense/prior recorn/social bacl~groun(l were a given, as \'las 

the probation officer recoI'U1lenc1ation for probation ''lith r.estitution, 10 federal 

judges sentenced t.he hypothetical bank robber to probation, ,-,hile 17 others gave 

pedods of imprisonment ranging from G months to 15 years. (nlock and Geis, 1970: 

225). 
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In his book, Hanagement: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices, Peter 

Drucker observes that public services institutions have grown much faster than 

business, represent the IIgrowth sector of a modern societyfll and must be run by 

effective and efficient management techniques. (Drucker, 1973: 130). He gives 

encouragement to the private sector delivery of services by noting that "\,/herever 

a market test is truly possible, it will result ip performance and results. 1I (156)" 
.. 

He distinguished three types of public service institutions: 1) natural monopolies 

(eg. p'hone company); 2) service institutions paid for out a a budget (eg. hospital 

or school); and 3) IIthose service institutions in which means are as important as 

ends, and in which therefore, unifornity is of the essence. Here belongs the 

administration of justice or defense and most of the areas which, in traditional 

political philosophy, were considered policy areas. II (159-160). 'l'he private sector' 

and competition benefit the public in the fir~t blO types of institutions but not 

the third: 

But it is equally clear the market is not capable of organizing all 

institutions ••• Service institutions also include the udrninistration of 

justice and defense Hhich, equally obviously, are not and should not be 

economic institutions. (156-7). 

He concludes: "To make service institutions p'erform, it should by nm'/ be clear, 

coes not require great men. It instead requires a system,'" (159) (emphasis added). 
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II. INDIVIDUALIZED JUSTICE VERSUS REFOIU1 OF JIIE PROBA'l'ION FUNCTION: A SYSTEH APPROACH. ~ 
]{ 

I, 
Peter Drucker would very much approve the call for reform of the criminal justice 

systCI!! calleel for by tht~ l\.merican Bar Association Foundation in 1967. The report 

made four observations about the criminal justice system: 1) chronic system ove:doad1 

2) official discretion ,·lith £0\., guidelines; 3) lack of coordination of the components 
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of the system (police/prosecution/courts/corrections); and 4) unwarranted variation 

in the quality of personnel and facili·ties from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

It is both ironic and ominous that, like a phoenix, the forensic criminoligist 

has arisen from a crininal justice system charred by budget cuts and staff layoffs 

, Ca1~forn~ a and Proposi tion 2~ in 14assachusetts. caused by Proposition.13.~n • • 

b ' Department reportedly lost 16% of its budget For example, the Santa Cl~ra Pro at~on 

and 26% of its staff during' the past blo years. (Granelli, 1983: Bj. 

stay public or go private has important ramifications Whether presentence reports _ 

for the criminal justice system. IIIndividua1ized recornrnendatiens" do nothing to effect 

needed reforn of the system and further threatens the legitiMate role of probation 

services in the criminal justice system. A presentence report does not involve 

merely a defendant's individual right, nor is it conducted })rimari1y for his 

f't of the court. People v. Youngbey, 413 N.E.2d benefit. Rather, it is for the bene ~ 

416 (Illinois Supreme Court, 1980). 

t ft appears to sp'lit hairs for the defendant The private presentence repor 0 en -

1 f t' of the criminal justice system. but beheads probation services as an integra unc ~on 

. d' 1 d 1 of treatment \'/hich allows Yet, as Senator Kennedy as pointed out, th~s me ~ca mo e 

b d4scredited. (Kennedy, 1979: 357.) The rehabil-total sentencing discretion has een • 

, that a sentenc4ng J'udge,lIarmed \'/ith detailed knoHlec1ge and clinical itation assumpt~on .... 

evaluations of the offender's character and background,1I can formulate a tay10r-

b . ted (nt'~04s 1981' 3). More and more, criminological made sentence, has een reJec • ~~ .... , . , 

theory has refused to define crime merely as an ind:i.vidual p'atholoqy and has 

questioned the appropriateness of unbridled discretion invoked to IICUren it. 

(Greenberg and Humphies, 1980: 208). Since the sentencing decision is basically a 
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policy decision, the cry for reform of sentencing procedures has included calls 

for more legislative input affecting actual sentences irnposed (eg. presumptive 

sentences), appellate review, concern for the victim in what many would re-label 

a II victim justice system,1I and decisions based on objective, scientifically validated 

research. (Forer, 1980:260.) "Professional discretionll by judges and probation officers 

might mask a foncern about professional prid.e, status and pm."er, although publicly 

it is legitimatized by the rationale that each defendant is unique. (Robin: 1975, 

205). While most of t.'1e controversy around sentencing discretion ,has «'evolved around 

judges,.there must be consistency ~~d a sentencing philosophy promulgated within 

probation departr:lents by top adninistrators', who too frequently are concerned only 

~ith typographical errors, submission deadlines, and avoiding flagrant factual errors 

in reports \'7hich might prove e1'i1barassing. Setencing recorrtr:lendations (and for that 

.matter, probation revocation procedures) toa often rest"on the whim of individual 

probation officers' rather tha..'1' articul<lted~ philosophy' and' guidelines:.! 

Irhe' concern of: private' presen·tence. reports' relates' not so much' to hm." much' time 

a defenda.nt: gets'but to the earlier, more basic II in. or outll (incarceration'or 

probation) decision, sometimes' alluded to as II conventional II versusllalternative 

sentencing. 1I Genuine reform from a'system perspective must also address discretion 

concerning thisllin/outlldecision. (Kennedy: :1.979, 362; Silberman, 1978: 292-93). 

In his influential book, Silberman cites research showing that all but 7% to 10% 

of sentences imposed can be e:q?lained by court normS1: revolving around the 

offense and prior record. (291-3). Necessar".! reform requires that the courts and 

probation offices nake e:tplicit these "norms" and articulate reasons for a particular 

sentence. Private preparation of' presentence reports frustrates the 'development of-

snch a normative consensus and fragmen'cizes the probation system by separating the 

presentence function from the supervision function, thereby reducing j.ts system impact. ~ 
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There is also a signific~nt question \."hether private entrepreneurs preparing 

could develop' S ufficient credibi'lity \'lith other segments of the presentence reports 

criminal justice community. Even the cloak of federal probation officer has failed 

to mask \."hat many in the law enforcement c.!omnunity perceive of as a "do-gooder" image. 

The problem vmuld be much worse for the private entrepeneur \."ho ,."ould be perceived of 

th d f . tt Although the Bosic bro'chers deny any bias, as a IIhired gunll for .e e ense a orney. 

it is interesting to note that ,."hile early accounts indicated that they al,."ays sent 

the court and the prosecutor the presentence report at the same time they sent it to 

the defense attorney, it is no\~ their present practice to release the report only to 

the party (usually the' defense .nttorney) . ,."ho, cOlnrnissioned it. Ini.starkc.c6nt:rast:;~·;Eederal 

RuJ!ss 0:£5: eriminal Pnocedute', (32 ,,(;cr.:, mandates disclosu:r:e by the court to both the 

prosecutor and defense attorn.ey and thereby institutionally assures the credibility 

of the federal presentence report since there is no ycto power concerning disclosure. 

Since the position of the private entrepren.eur in the criminal justice system 

is ambivalent (even under the Bosics' licensing procedures), there also is a question 

of legal liability which seems greater than in the case of the probation officer 

performing the same function. A state probation officer pre}?aring a presentence report 

under court order and under authOl:i ty of the Cnlifornia Penal Code is performing a 

, 1 t f the J' udicial process." "quas:i.::judicial function ll ~."hich is "an l.ntegrn pax: 0 

Friedman v. Younger, 282 F. SllPP. 710 (C.D. California 1968). He/she is therefore 

immune to suit under the federal Civil Rights 1\ct. I!m."ever, the Court also cited 

Harmon v. Superior Court, 320 F.2d 154, 155 ((9th Cir. 19611): Ita like immunity extends 

f h t ,,'hose dutl.' es are relatecl to the judicial procress. It to other officers 0 t.e governrnen , 

(emphasis fidded). There is a substantial issue' ''1hether private pra.ctitioners 'Horking 

for profit should be accorded the same immmity as governmental officers. Increased 
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vulnerability to law'suits by defeniiants or victims night ,'mrrant less candor 

on the part of the private practitioner compared to his public counterpart. 

Another issue involves ,·;hether private presentence r~ports ,.,ould be subject 

9. 

to subpoena in other criminal or perhaps civil proceedings. Federal presentence 

reports are not subject to subpoena by third parties in criminal or civil litigation. 

u.s. v. Dingle, 546 F.2d 1378 (lOth Cir. 1976); Hancock Brothers I~. Jones, 
... 

293 F. Supp. 1229 (N.D. California 1968). Since oftentimes pr::"vatepre.sentence, : : , .. , 

reports are prepared under direction of, or commissioned by',' :.:a'defense· attorney,.: .. 

the issue -also 'arises"''1hether 'they are covered by the attorney-client privilege 

or the at-t;or rey "lork-product doctrine. 

III. PRIVATE PRESENTENCE REPORTS: TILE ISSUE OF COST-EFFECTIVENESS. 

In an October 1982 letter to the California legislature, the Bosic brothers 

claimed that the 70 reports done during an l8-month period "resulted in at least 

$1,000,000 ta:-.: savings." They also claimed that private preparation of presentence 

reports state-wide would result in "a savings of bet\>1een $10 milli()nto $50 million 

annually to the State." The assumption that the private sector is al,.,ays more cost

effective needs to be closely exa~ned. 

In their letter the Bosic brothers claimed that San Diego Coun'cy spends $672 

for every presentence report its probation department prepares; but that f.igure is 

denied as ridiculously inflated by that Department. The federal probation system 

spends prohably no more than $225 per preselltence report, basp-d on the fol1m'ling 

calculation: 

8 hours probation officer time: $120 

3 hours secretarial timp-: 15 

Gas & miscellaneous expenses 15 

Overhead (including ·supervisor\!). 75 

Total expense per presentence $225 

._-.....J • • .I.,. .. ~.... ~.... ..~ ... <, ..... ....:.._ 
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In the same letter to the calif.ornia legislature the Dosic brothers claimed that 

Criminological Diagnostic Consultants could prepare private reports for $372 each. 

Yet a newspaper article notes that their fee range currently is from $695 to $1,500, 

with extra fees being charged for psychiatric evaluations or. their testimony at the 

sentencing hearings. (BoWr::lan, 1982:.1) .•. Private presentence reports ,generally ,run 

elsewhere from $500 to $2,000 •.. (Granelli,l983, 8). The claim of cost effectiveness 

appears to rest on an inflated estimate of what public presentence reports cost plus 

a somewhat misleading figure of ;'Ihat the private sector wilL charge~ In his letter 

William Bosic notes that "the only'overhead',.,hich the Forensic Criminologist must 

incur is that related to the maintenance of his/her personal automobile, gasoline, 

telephone and cost for the report's typing." using the brokerage firm analogy, the 

courts would be getting a bare-bones, discoun'c service, not a service ''1hich performs 

full-time. Yet Hr. Bosic claimed that. he typically spends 20 hours per presentence 

report for only $372, an incredible claim. 

The track record of the private sector in the field of mental health and public 

health has not been specr.acular. It has been suggested that the private health care 

practitioners funnel off the relatively healthy cases for ''1hom minimal treatment Clan 

be provided and still make a profit; but the ch:ronically ill cases are still left for 

the public sector to care for since they are not profitable. In effect, the delivery 

of social services and health care tends to become a boondoggle for the private 

sector. Even in the corrections field, the cost-effectiveness of private programs 

(eg. halfway houses) has generally not been shO\m. (Taft, 1982':. 32). 

Not only the cost but the. effectiveness of the Bosic estimate inust::"~be'.::considered. 

A public probation officer performs neeiied court services (eg. surveillance and 

counseling while preparing the presentence report), is readily availablp. to the 

public and other criminal justice agencies, and usually is the same person (or at 
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least the same agency) which will, supervise the defendant on probation, thus 

providing a continuity of' contact in the court systern. In contrast, the forensic 

criminologist app~oach emphasizes labelling and diagnostic workup at intake but 

ignores service delivery --~ a complaint often heard in corrections~ 

Finally, the cost-effectiveness equation must consider the issue of-whether 

private pres~.ntence reports ,'iill significantly increase criminal defense fees, 

since the reports are commissioned usually througb the defendant's attorney_ Since 

the report is not released until the fee for its preparation is paid, rising defense 

fees ~'iill inevitably result in more and longer continuances for IOp:r;ofessional 

courtesy" --- the attorney wants more time before senten.cinrr.so that.he_can get paid! 

(Despite the public myth that court continuances are sought to frustrate victims and 

witnesses, the defense bar usually. will not employ that tactic once they have been 

paid in full so that any further continuances are. on .. the .. attorney.' s .own -time· •. ) 

The prospect of criminal defendants committing additional crimes to pay not only the 

cost of their a·t.torney but also a private forensic criminologist must be faced. 

The trend for a dual system of justice (one for the \-Thite, middle class and one for 

everyone else) would be accelerated •. The majority of-defendants would have public 

defenders and probation officers doing presentence reports; the elite minority '-Tould 

have private ("real lO ) attorneys and forensic criminoligists in their corner. 

IV. POLITICAL AND ETHICAL CONS I DERAr.r:L ONS • 

In today's tight· market the key to success of private social service agencies 

is their becolning political: inf.luencing legxslators and officials of.cor.rect~onal 

bureaucracies. (Taft,19B3: 37). The Bosic brother£: shml' an uwareness of this reality 

in their effort to win the support of state legislators and influential criminal. 

justice officials such as police and prosecutorial administra.tors. Fo:< has noted 
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that the political influence of private organizations is perhaps their greatest 

contributiOl~ in correc t.ions, a field usually devoid of political advantage. (Fox,. 

1977: 403). But the risks of political entanglement must also be recognized, since 

correctionals realistically will never have the visible constituency that the law 

enforcement coruraunity musters. The Bosics' suggestion in. their statutory scheme 'that 

each County Board of Supervisors elect "1hether to go private or stay public in the 

preparatiOl' Df presentence reports invites not just competition but a fragmenting 

of the probation system and a diminution of its present, negligible impact. 

l-1ore disturbing are the ethical problems associated ,I'ith IO going private. II 

The Defense Department and, more recently, the Environmental Protection~Agencyhave 

had numerous scandals concerning officials t'7110 have used the revolving door to the 

private sector and profited from their gove~nment service, sometimes apparently 

exploiting the public trust. The credibility of the probation system and the 

judicial branch will be jeopardized by former-probation-officers-turned-hired-guns 

and by other officers moonli.ghting in other jurisdictions. Clearly the appearance 

of impropriety is as damaging as actual misconduct. The close working relationship 

of the private sector with criminal defense attorne.ys raises e'thical issues \-Thich the 

defense bar has refused to recognize (eg. fee issues, to name but one). The Bosic 

brothers maintain an "Attorney's Referral Service," for clients referred to 
:. 

Criminological- Diagnostic Consultants ,-;i thout counsel. The Illinois Attorney 

Registration and Disciplinary COMmission has advised that such a practice comes close 

to violating the Code of Professional Responsibility for lawyers regarding 

solicitation. 

CONCLUSION. 

In a rush to "go private," the inteqrity of the probation system must be the 

pararnont concern. The private sector's role is more appropriate in service-delivery 

rather than the presentence report process involving a quasi-judicial function. 
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